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Abstrect

Ortophotos, obtained by processing aerial images
via photogrammetrical methods, are main data of
the raster based Geographical Information
Systems (GISs). Usually. ftese systems don't
reges€nt all relations according to pixcl-to-pixel
matching between raster database ard nongr4hic
database. Due to the this practical reason, one
zurjective map$ng can be mentioned between
raster database and nongraphic database. This
mean. set{riented languages can interrogate only
topologically related objects in GIS databases.
But this aproach is restricting the hig[-level
quernng of the raster &tabase. Automatic raster
query tool development studies are exploded in
last five years. Artificial image processors
development studies arc imprwed the neuKr-
query named raster datahs€ automaticquery
tools. The main aim of this study is investigating
the possiblities of aerial image enhancement and
automatic edge extrading from aerial imagc io
one-step for save time and gain query power for
zurveying and informatic studies on raster
databases.

r. PARALEL FILTERING

The primary aim of digital image pocessing is
enhancement of images for extrast desired
informaion.

Filtering is a useful tool for image
enhancement. Because of artificial neural
networks (ANNs) has prallel struchu€, its
poosible to apply on !o images in same time
domain more then one filter. Filtering images, in
same time domain, by more than one filter is
called prallel-fi ltering

2. ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETS

There is e,nough information exist about ANNs in
literature. Therefore. only the gmeral
characteristics of ANNs are mentioned at bellow.
ANNs are,
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l. Learning from experienoe
2. Generalising Aom experience,
3. Extracting ess€ntial information from noisy

d^a.
4. Dweloping solutions fast€r and with

reliance on domain expertise,
5. Adatrable
6. Comprte efficently and
7. Non-Linearity

3. RESULTS andAPFLICATIONS

Digital images has been used dring the
training process of the baclgopagation based
AITIN. The test and query images are given at the
appendix

The firs aplication on paraller-filtering of
aerial images with ANNs is an enhagement
prooess. This pocess include both an
filt€ring and an contrast Sretching phase. Blured
aerial image is re,presented at figure I ard contrast
stretched and unblured inage illurilrated d figure
2, respectively. Figure I repesents both training
and query data sets. The white bounded square, at
the left-top of the figurc 2, is covers the training
set and excep of this square figure 2 represents
the quer]' (or test) data set.

An backpropagation algorithm, Extended
Delta Bar Delta (EDBD). training nrle is used
during the all training phase in fr* 4plication.
The EDBD learning algorithm's details are
expressed at [01.

The EDBD leaming rule includes a little-used
"error recovery" feature which calculates the
global error of the current eprch during training.
If the error measured furing the curr€nt epoch is
greater than lhe error of the pevious epoch. then
the network's weights rwert back to the last
weight set (the weights which poduced the better
enor measure).

In the second apflication Al.INs extractd
edges from photograrnmetric images after
histogram equalization algorithm.

Both of aplications are realized least two
image enhancement procedure in one step. This
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aplications strows that its possible to enhance
images with ANNs and its possible to design
parallelly image enhancement filten by ANNs,
respectively.

4. APPENDX

part is used for training and recall of ANN.

ANNs architecture of aplication l.
Scaled-RMS 0.0099 Correlation 0.9978
Iteration 1.465.200 [49x l0x I 0x l]
Baclqropagation-EDBD

second aplication.

Bounded with white square part is used for
trainingand recall of ANN.

I'. ,) .r.

i t l

Figure 6: ANNs interyetation of Figure 5

ANNs architecture of aplica.ion 2.
Scaled-RMS:0.00 14 Corrclation 0.9999
Iteration 46.800.000
[49x I 0x l0x I ] Backpropgation EDBD
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Figure 4: ANNs interpetation of

Figure 5; ITU Caryrs image, has been used for




